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The promise of flexibility.
In healthcare, every patient’s situation is unique. To deliver 
personalized, quality care, you require information that is relevant and 
specific to each individual. 

With the family of Dash® monitors from GE Healthcare, you can adapt 
to each patient’s monitoring needs in virtually every high-acuity 
situation. Versatile, modular and portable, Dash monitors address 
Clinical Information Logistics™ by enabling you to put the right 
monitoring solution in the right place at the right time. Dash monitors 
provide the clinical intelligence you need—at the moment you need 
it—for making informed care decisions.

 



Dash monitors are intra-hospital transportable with optional batteries 
that last up to five hours and can be swapped out without interruption. 
This mobile flexibility, plus a built-in wireless option, enables you to 
monitor ambulatory patients or transform any bed into a monitored bed. 
Dash monitors provide a continuous stream of patient data, enabling a 
personalized information workflow that supports quality care decisions.

A monitor for every setting.  

The Dash family of monitors provides flexibility in a single platform. With a 
comprehensive set of clinical parameters, Dash monitors capture vital patient 
measurements while sophisticated algorithms help prevent false alarms. Dash 
monitors are highly configurable, enabling you to add features and parameters 
accommodating varying acuity levels for patients across the entire care continuum. 
From presentation in the Emergency Department to surgery in the OR to recovery 
in the PACU, treatment in the ICU and transfer to the Stepdown unit, the Dash 
monitor is the right choice for every point of care.



Dash 3000 
The Dash 3000 patient monitor is robust and 
lightweight with an 8.4-inch display.

Dash 4000
The full featured Dash 4000 monitor offers a 
10.4-inch screen and is a complete portable 
bedside monitoring solution.

Mobility without compromise. 

Dash monitors offer a high-performance, modular monitoring solution that provides 

full clinical parameter monitoring—even during intra-hospital transport. Its rugged, 

lightweight design makes it easy for caregivers to handle and its optional wireless 

capability offers the freedom and flexibility to monitor patients in virtually any care 

setting, no matter their acuity.

An integrated wireless LAN option is available for Dash monitors, maintaining a 

connection to the CARESCAPE™ Network and the CIC Pro® central station. Dash 

monitors in the unique Combo/Rover mode, combined with the APEX PRO® telemetry 

system, enable wireless ECG monitoring. Using 802.11b technology, Dash monitors 

are designed for integration into commonly utilized existing wireless networks, helping 

you leverage your investment in your current IT infrastructure. 



Dash 5000 
The user-friendly Dash 5000 sports a larger 
12.1-inch display for easier readability and quick 
key functionality for most commonly used functions.
12.1-inch display for easier readability and quick 
key functionality for most commonly used functions.



A Dash of clinical excellence. 

The Dash family of monitors incorporates state-of-the-art data acquisition and 
analysis programs that help prevent false alarms and help you accurately identify, 
diagnose and treat monitored patients with speed and precision. 

Dash monitors are available with a comprehensive set of advanced parameters that 
can be adapted to virtually any care setting.

•	 Marquette® EK-Pro® arrhythmia 

program uses simultaneous  

multi-lead ECG analysis across 
four leads to accurately detect 
arrhythmias. 

•	 		Marquette® 12 SL EK-Pro® provides  
  12-lead ECG acquisition, analysis  
  and interpretation and aids the 
  clinician in acute coronary ischemia 
  triage with ACI-TiPi predictive 
  algorithm.

•	 GE-exclusive	Atrial	Fibrillation	
detection algorithm provides alarm- 

and time-based trending to indicate 
the state of Atrial Fibrillation.

•	 Unique	IntelliRate™ algorithm helps 

reduce false alarms by evaluating 

key data from multiple parameters 
before triggering an alarm.

•	 DINAMAP® blood pressure 

algorithms support speed, comfort 
and artifact rejection while retaining 

a high standard of accuracy.

•	 Up	to	four	invasive	blood	pressure	

readings with a Smart BP artifact 
rejection program help reduce  

false alarms.



With the Dash family of monitors, you have the clinical 
excellence you need and the flexibility you demand to capture, 
deliver and present relevant patient information at the right 
time and place. As part of a complete solution for managing 
Clinical Information Logistics, Dash monitors are an essential 
component for helping providers perform at the highest levels.
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Healthcare Re-imagined 
GE is dedicated to helping you transform healthcare  
delivery by driving critical breakthroughs in biology  
and technology. Our expertise in medical imaging  
and information technologies, medical diagnostics,  
patient monitoring systems, drug discovery, and  
biopharmaceutical manufacturing technologies is  
enabling healthcare professionals around the world  
to discover new ways to predict, diagnose and treat  
disease earlier. We call this model of care “Early Health.” 
The goal: to help clinicians detect disease earlier,  
access more information and intervene earlier with  
more targeted treatments, so they can help their  
patients live their lives to the fullest. Re-think,  
Re-discover, Re-invent, Re-imagine.
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